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The category of topological spaces cannot be presented by a small set of topological axioms 
in any functor-structured category. This answers the question put by Herrlich, leaving still open 
the problem of a general characterization of topological categories having a small presentation. 
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It has been proved by Adamek, Herrlich and Strecker [2] that functor-structured 
categories can serve for a classification of ‘well-behaved’ concrete categories appear- 
ing in topology. Recall that for each set functor F : Set + Set, the functor-structured 
category S(F) has as objects pairs (X, cx) with X an (underlying) set and a! G FX; 
morphisms h : (X, a) + ( Y, /I) are maps h : X + Y such that t E (Y implies Fh( t) E p. 
Each functor-structured category is concrete (over Set), and has the following 
properties: 
(i) initial completeness, i.e., each structured source has an initial object; 
(ii) small fibres, i.e., for each set X, the collection of all objects with the underlying 
set X is a (small) set. 
(For terminology, such as initial object etc., see [ 1,2,4].) 
Concrete categories satisfying (i) and (ii) above are called topological. (We do 
not require a topological category to have constant morphisms, and if it does, we 
call it a topological c-category, see [4].) Each topological category is concretely 
isomorphic to a reflective modification of some S(F) (i.e., to a full, reflective 
subcategory, the reflections of which are carried by identity maps), see [2]. 
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Example. Define a functor B : Set + Set on objects X by 
BX = {(x, 9) 1 x E X and 9 is a filter on X}, 
and on maps f: X + Y by 
B.: (x, g)H(f(x),f(s)) 
where f( 5) is the filter with a base {f(M) 1 ME S}. 
The category Top of topological spaces can be embedded into S(B) naturally by 
assigning to each topology (Y on X the set 
a*={(x,9)EBX19 converges to x in (X, a)} 
It is well-known that continuous mapsf: (X, cr) + ( Y, /3) are precisely those preserv- 
ing filter convergence, i.e., such that (x, 9)~ LY* implies (f(x),f(%))~/?*. These 
are precisely the S(B)-morphisms f: (X, a*) + ( Y, p*). Consequently, Top is con- 
cretely isomorphic to the full subcategory Top* of S(B) formed by all (X, cy”), 
where (Y is a topology on X. We observe that an S(B)-object (Z, y) belongs to Top” 
iff it satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) (z,(z))~yforall z,where(z)={McZlz~M}; 
(ii) if (z, 9) E y and 9 c 9’, then (z, 9’) E y; 
(iii) if (z, sj) E y for j E J, then (z, njeJ 4) E y; 
(iv) if (zj, 4) E y forj E J and (z, 3) E y are such that each GE 9 contains some 
zj, then (z, u9 sj) E y (where u9 sj denotes the filter with base Uz,cG Fj for GE 9 
and FJ E 9j). 
Proof. Each topological space (X, (Y) defines the collection (Y* = y which obviously 
satisfies the above conditions. Conversely, let (Z, y) be an S(B)-object satisfying 
(i)-(iv) above. For each point ZE Z there is, by (iii), the least filter %[z] with 
(z, 9[ z]) E y. The following is a closure operation on Z: 
In fact, 8 = (d and M, u M2 = fi, u A?* are obvious, and l\li 2 M follows form (i) 
(since 9[z] s (z)). Further, given z in the closure of h?‘, put %[z] = { Gj} and for 
each j choose zj E A? n G,, then by (iv) above we see that (z, uFLzl S[z,]) E y. 
Consequently, F E 9[z] C_ u3Lzl ~[Zj] implies F n M # 0, i.e., z E fi. This proves 
that there is a topology cr with the given closure operation. Moreover, 9[z] is the 
neighborhood filter of z in (Z, cw) because for each open neighborhood CJ there is 
FE 9[z] with (Z - U) n F = 0, i.e., U E 9[z]. This, in the presence of (ii) above, 
proves y = (Y*. 0 
We conclude that Top* is a reflective modification of S(B): the reflection of 
(X, y) is (X, n a*), where the intersection ranges over all topologies (Y with y c cr*. 
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H. Herrlich has introduced in [4] a very descriptive way of representation of 
topological categories. By a topological axiom in S(F) he means a pair of objects 
(X, a) and (X, p) with LY c p. We are going to use the following notation: 
a+P [XI. 
An object (Z, y) of S( F) is said to satisfy this axiom provided that for each h : X + Z, 
if h : (X, a) + (Z, y) is a morphism of S( F), 
then h : (X, p) + (Z, y) is a morphism of S(F). 
A collection of topological axioms 
aitpi [X,] for ifz I 
is called a presentation of a concrete category ?I! provided that 5°C is concretely 
isomorphic to the full subcategory 3Y” of S(F) where 
(Z, y) E Yt* iff (Z, y) satisfies (Y, k p,[X,] for all i E I. 
(The index collection Z can be a proper class.) 
Example: a presentation of Top. We consider topological axioms in S(B) 
corresponding to the conditions (i)-(iv) of Example 2. 
(i) One axiom is 
0+_((0, Kv)I [iOIl. 
An object (Z, y) of S(B) satisfies this axiom iff for each map h: {0} + Z [which is 
a morphism h: ({0}, 0)+ (Z, r)], we have (h(O), (h(O))) E y. Equivalently, iff (z, (z)) E 
y for all z E Z. 
(ii) A collection of axioms 
{(x, 9)}~{(x,9’)EBXI%PIc’} [Xl, 
where X is an arbitrary set, and (x, 9) an arbitrary point of BX. An object (Z, y) 
satisfies all of these axioms iff it fulfills (ii) of Example 2. 
(iii) A collection of axioms 
where X is a set and {(x, 9,)} is a subset of BX. Since n,E, II = h(n,,, .%,), 
an object satisfies all of these axioms iff it fulfills (iii) of Example 2. 
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(iv) A collection of axioms 
{(Xj, sj)>jEJ u {tx3 g)lF_((xj, 9j)l,EJ u((x, 9); (4; %)) [Xl, 
where X is a set and the left-hand side is a subset of BX such that each element 
of % contains some xj. Since h(u9 sj) 2 u h(V) h( sj), an object satisfies all of 
these axioms, and those in (ii) above, iff it satisfies the conditions (iv) and (ii) of 
Example 2. 
We see that the collection of all axioms (i)-(iv) is a presentation of the category 
Top in S(B): an object of S(B) satisfies all of these axioms iff it belongs to Top*, 
and Top* is concretely isomorphic to Top. 
The following general theorem can be derived as a consequence of Theorem 3.3 
in [4], but we present a direct proof based on the technique of [2]. Recall that for 
each topological category Yl, thejibre of a set X is the poset (in fact, complete lattice) 
Fib,,(X) = {K E x1 ]K] = X} 
ordered as follows: 
KsK’ iffid x : K + K’ is a morphism. 
§5 
Theorem. Each topological category has a presentation in a jiunctor-structured category. 
Proof. Given a topological category .7t, we define a set functor FO on objects X by 
FOX = Fibyc( X) 
and on maps f:X+ Y by 
F,f: K++L 
where L is the unique object such that f: K + L is a final morphism. Consider the 
collection of all topological axioms in S(F,,) of the following type: 
{Kj}jeJ t LILs V Kj I [Xl, 1t.l 
where X is an arbitrary set and { Kj}jEJ is an arbitrary subset of Fib,(X). An object 
(X, y) of S( F,J satisfies all of these axioms iff for the join K = V y in Fibx(X) we 
have y = JK, where 
(In fact, one of the axioms is ytJK.) The resulting full subcategory YL* of S(F,) 
is thus formed by precisely all objects (X, JK) where K E Fib&X). Since YC- 
morphisms f: K + K’ are precisely those maps f which are S( F,)-morphisms 
f: (IKI, JK)+ (IK’I, JK’), it follows that the categories Yt and X* are concretely 
isomorphic. 
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Thus, we see that Top has a presentation in S(B), and also a presentation in 
S( F,), where FOX is the set of all topologies on X and FOf assigns to each topology 
on X the final topology (with respect to f). Both presentations are large, i.e., they 
use a proper class of topological axioms. We are going to show that this cannot be 
improved. That is, Top cannot be presented by a set of axioms in any S(F). This 
answers in the negative the question put by H. Herrlich in [4]. We exhibit a necessary 
condition on a topological category x for the existence of a small presentation of 
Yc, i.e., a presentation by a (small) set of axioms in a functor-structured category. 
For each object K E Fibx(X) in a topological category Yt and for each set 
Y s X = 1 K 1, we denote by K/ Y the subobject of K, i.e., the initial object of the 
inclusion map 
in v: Y-+X. 
Given a cardinal n, put 
Q,(K)={LEFib&X)IL/Y=K/Yforeachset YcXwithcard Ysn]. 
We consider Q,,(K) as a subposet of Fib:&X) (closed evidently under non-empty 
meets). 
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Theorem. If a topological category YC has a small presentation, then there exists a 
cardinal n, such that Q,,(K) is a complete, atomic boolean algebra for each object K 
of Yl and each cardinal n 2 n,. 
Proof. By assumption, there is a set functor F and a small set of axioms Lyi +_Pi[Xi] 
for i E I, presenting YL We can assume without loss of generality that YC (=YC*) is 
the full subcategory of S(F) consisting of precisely those objects which satisfy the 
given axioms. For 
n, = V card Xi, 
ICI 
we prove that the posets Q,,(K) are complete, atomic boolean algebras (n 3 n,, 
K E X). For distinction, we denote by Q;(K) the corresponding subposet of 
Fib,,,,(X) [for each K E Ytc S(F)]. We prove 
Q”(K)=Qi(K) forall KEYS 
In fact, Yt is closed under the formation of subobjects in S(F): Given K E X and 
a set YE /K(, then the S(F)-subobjects KO of K on the set Y clearly satisfies any 
topological axiom satisfied by K, and hence, K, E X Thus, the symbol K/ Y has 
the same meaning in both categories .7t and S(F). Consequently, Q,,(K) E QL( K). 
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Conversely, given L E QL( K), we prove that L satisfies each of the axioms ai E B[X,] 
presenting rt, whereby we verify that L E Qn( K). For each morphism h: (X,, ai) + L 
put Y = h(Xi). The range-restriction h’: Xi + Y of h is clearly a morphism 
h’:(Xj,ai)+L/YSincecard YscardX, G n and LE Q;(K), we have Ll Y = K/ Y 
and hence, h’: (X,, (ui) + K/ Y is a morphism. Consequently, h: (Xi, ai) + K is a 
morphism, and since K E Z, h: (Xi, pi) + K is also a morphism. This implies that 
h’: (Xi, B,) + K/ Y = L/ Y is a morphism and thus, h: (Xi, pi) + L is a morphism. 
This shows that L satisfies (Y, t&[Xi]. 
It is now sufficient to verify that Qk( K) are complete, atomic boolean algebras. 
Put X = 1 K (, then K = (X, y) for y E FX. We denote by 
SEFX 
the set of all Fin,(t)E FX where YGX is a set of power in, in,: Y+X is the 
inclusion map and t E FY. Then for each (X, cz) in S(F) we have 
In fact, for each set YE X the subobject K/ Y in S(F) is ( Y, yO) where y. = 
(F in ,,-I( y n 6), and analogously, (X, (Y)/ Y = ( Y, (F in y))‘( (Y n 6)). Thus, the 
poset Qk( K) is order-isomorphic to the poset exp( FX - 8) of all subsets of FX - 6, 
ordered by inclusion: the map (X, (Y) H (Y - 6 is an isotonic bijection of QL( K) 
onto exp( FX - 6). Since exp( FX - 6) is a complete, atomic boolean algebra, so is 
Qln(K). 0 
§8 
Example 1. One axiom is sufficient for pseudotopological spaces. Recall that a 
pseudotopology, introduced by Choquet [3], is a collection YE BX satisfying (i), 
(ii) of $ 2 and (v): (z, 9) E y iff (z, 9) E y for each ultrafilter 9~ 9. Let PsTop 
be the category of pseudotopological spaces and continuous maps. It has a par- 
ticularly simple presentation in S(B,), where B. is the subfunctor of B above, 
defined on objects X by 
BOX = {(x, 9) 1 x E X and 9 is an ultrafilter on X}. 
In fact, PsTop is presented in S(B,) by the single axiom 
0~{(0, (O))l [{WI: 
Each pseudotopological space (X, a) is fully determined by the set (Y* = (Y n BOX 
because 
(x, 9) E (Y iff (x, 9) E a* for all ultrafilters 3 2 9. 
This correspondence defines a concrete isomorphism of PsTop and the correspond- 
ing full subcategory PsTop* of S(B,). And an S(B,)-object (2, y) is in PsTop* iff 
(z, (z)) E y for all z E 2, i.e., iff it satisfies the axiom @t ((0, (0))). 
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Example 2. Top has no small presentation. To prove this, we shall verify that for 
each infinite cardinal n there exists a topological space K such that Q,,(K) is not 
a boolean algebra. Let X be an infinite set of cardinality >2”, and let K be the 
discrete space on X. Then Q”(K) is the poset of all topologies (Y in which sets of 
cardinality s-n are all closed (with the ordering (Y s p iff each P-open set is a-open). 
The least element of On(K) is K, the largest is the topology K* with A4 G X closed 
iff M = X, or card M s n. We define a topology LE Q,,(K) as follows: we choose 
x,, E X and then M E X is closed iff M u {x0} = X, or card M s n. We show that 
On(K) is not a boolean algebra by exhibiting more than one complement of L in 
Q,,(K). For each cardinal m with n G m < card X define a topology L, as follows: 
a set ME X is closed iff X,E M, or card M c m. The only sets which are both 
L-closed and L,-closed are those which are K*-closed, hence, Lv L, = K”. Each 
point is open in L or L, (because x,, is open in L, and any point of X -{x0} is 
open in L,), hence, LA L, = K. 
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Open problem. Characterize topological categories having a small presentation. 
Remark. The condition that, for some cardinal n,, all On(K) with n 2 n, are 
complete, atomic boolean algebras is, unfortunately, insufficient. For example, let 
F be the Cartesian-square functor (FX = X x X and Ff=fxf), then S(F) is the 
category of directed graphs. Any full subcategory .7C of S(F) fulfills the above 
condition trivially, since Q,,(K) = {K} for each n 22. There nevertheless exist full 
subcategories rt of S(F) which do not have a small presentation. For example, let 
K, (i E I) be a proper class of mutually rigid graphs, i.e., graphs such that for each 
morphism f: K, + K, we have i =j and f= idK,. Such class exists (under a mild 
set-theoretical condition), see [S]. For each of these graphs Ki = (Xi, ai) we form 
the following axiom 
Claim. The full subcategory X of S(F) presented by the above collection of 
topological axioms has no small presentation. 
Proof. For each i E I clearly Ki E 3’l but Ki satisfies any topological axiom (Y k p[ Y] 
satisfied by all graphs in 7C in case card Y < card jKil. (This follows easily from the 
fact that any proper subgraph L of Ki lies in .% because it satisfies the above axioms 
by default: there is no morphism from Kj to L for any j E I.) Since the cardinalities 
of Ki (ic I) are unbounded, any small set of axioms satisfied by all graphs in 3% is 
also satisfied by some K,. 
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